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120° W., but both Shackleton and Scott visited that spot and found
no land.
One day we thought we saw it at about the position given above.
Through thick, snowy weather loomed a mass with a jagged sky-
line and which therefore did not resemble the usual table-topped
iceberg of the Antarctic, Not until we drew within a mile of it did
we see that it really was a berg. What seemed to be crags and pin-
nacles of rock were hundreds of penguins perched around the
edges of the berg and riding far from their habitat. Thinking
perhaps that Dougherty Island had sunk and that the berg had
stranded on it, we observed it for a while, but saw that it was afloat
and drifting with the current.
The most violent weather of the entire voyage overtook us just
as we approached Deception Island. Visibility dropped so low that
we did not raise Smith Island at all—that 6,ooo-foot outpost of the
South Shetlands. By dead reckoning we had passed Smith Island
when we ran into a howling blizzard, the wind blowing with hurri-
cane force from the north. Early in the morning—October 14—
breakers ahead, seen just in time, made us turn south. After two
hours of wary steaming, a towering rock, surrounded by many
jagged outcrops, loomed through the driving snow. The ship's
officers identified this as Castle Rock.
All three bridge officers of the Wyatt Ecarp and most of the sailors
had been at Deception Island before on whaling vessels, and this
was familiar water to them. Taking bearings on Castle Rock,
we now groped through the storm toward another landmark, Sail
Rock, a flat slab of stone rising vertically two hundred feet above
the sea. At noon we had this islet abeam and close beside us.
It was fifteen miles from this point to Deception Island, now due
north, with foul ground intervening. Snow driving horizontally
ahead of the wind stung the faces of those on watch and drove tears
from the corners of their eyes, the drops freezing on, their cheeks.
Nevertheless, we shouldered ahead, the engine at full speed, as we
were now taking the hurricane right over the bows. Towering
waves roared over adjacent reefs, drift ice was being blown into
lines, visibility was but a few hundred yards. Only men daring,
able, and knowing what they were about would have taken a vessel
into such a place.

